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SSL Certificate Scanner allows you
to check the authenticity of websites
by scanning the SSL (Secure Socket
Layer) certificates of the websites on
the Internet. The tool performs the
scan in a couple of seconds and is not
an intrusive addition to your system.
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SITAware Professional Business
Edition 8.0 SITAware Business
Edition is a new feature rich and
advanced version of the leading
SITAware security solution for small
and medium-sized businesses.
SITAware Business Edition is
designed for high-end small to midsize organizations, and as such, it
includes not only a number of new
features, but also increased
performance, enhanced scanning and
protection capabilities, as well as an
even easier deployment and
administration experience. Getting
started SITAware Business Edition is
a part of the SITAware Suite - a
portfolio of products designed for
high-end small to medium-sized
businesses, and it includes both the
SITAware Business Edition and the
SITAware Business Security for
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Office 365 solution. The latter is a
cloud-based service that secures your
email correspondence, as well as the
data on the shared folders on the
cloud, by encrypting it with 256-bit
AES. It also features the industryleading threat intelligence module
that keeps you informed on the latest
threats affecting your organization.
User interface With SITAware
Business Edition, you have access to
a friendly interface that is very
intuitive and easy-to-use. It includes
a status window and offers
convenient panel functions, which
include one for notifications and the
capability to start and stop scanning
at any time. Configuration As with
its predecessors, the administration
experience with SITAware Business
Edition is pretty easy. The tool
includes a wizard-style configuration,
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where all the settings are displayed in
a panel, which allows for quick
configuration of your entire system
without losing track of any changes.
Moreover, the administration panel
also features a dynamic dashboard
where you can check for new
updates, monitor system events and
view logs. Scanning and protection
SITAware Business Edition has been
designed to protect against malware
attacks and data theft. In order to
keep your systems clean, the tool
scans various aspects of your system
to check for viruses and potential
threats, and it can also work
remotely. It covers the entire system
and includes the Windows operating
system, applications, and user files.
Performance As with SITAware
Business Security for Office 365
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SSL Certificate Scanner is an easy to
use, small, yet effective tool to scan
SSL certificates. It can be easily used
by all levels of users, and it doesn’t
require any knowledge or experience
in computer programming to use. It's
ideal for the following purposes: #
Create a list of SSL certificates to
audit # Generate reports of
certificates issued or expiration #
Get help for SSL certificate issues #
Check the origin of secure sites #
Delete invalid certificates and issues
# Warn people about potentially
malicious sites # Scan websites and
generate reports # View SSL details
of your certificates # Extract
certificates from messages and
emails # Generate your own
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Certificate Authority # Manage
certificates with ease # Secure
website content with HTTPS #
Protect your Web of Trust #
Understand and use certificates #
Secure files and folders with
SSL/TLS # Protect web traffic #
Audit certificates for use in your
projects # Import/export certificates
# Compile self-signed certificates #
Export certificates to text files #
Generate PFX # Export PFX to files
# Manage your self-signed
certificates # Generate your own
Certificate Authority # Install
certificate file # Import certificate #
Create Certificate Signing Request
(CSR) # Export CSR to file # Sign
certificate # Import certificate from
file # Create Certificate Signing
Request (CSR) # Export CSR to file
# Sign certificate # Import certificate
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from file # Import private key #
Export private key to file # Import
public key # Export public key to
file # Import certificate from file #
Export private key to file # Import
public key # Import certificate from
file # Export certificate # Export
private key # Import public key #
Import certificate from file # Export
private key to file # Import
certificate # Export private key #
Import public key # Import
certificate from file # Export
certificate # Export private key #
Import public key # Import
certificate from file # Export
certificate # Export private key #
Import public key # Import
certificate from file # Export
certificate # Export private key #
Import public key # Import
certificate from file # Export
page 7 / 17

certificate # Export private key #
Import public key # Import
certificate from file # Export
certificate # Export private key #
Import public key # Import
certificate from file # Export
certificate # Export private key #
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SSL Certificate Scanner is a simple
and intuitive program designed for
automated scanning and analysis of
SSL certificates installed on your
computer. It's a standalone tool, so
you can easily run it from a portable
medium such as a USB flash disk.
The software doesn't modify any
system files, so it can easily be
uninstalled from the computer after
use. Main Features: * Detect,
analyze, and display SSL and TLS
certificates on remote hosts * Export
all collected SSL certificates to files
* View details of found certificates
such as subject name, date of issue,
expiration date, certificate chain, and
more * Supports HTTPS and LDAP
as well as common SLL protocols
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(e.g. HTTPS, LDAP, IMAPS, and
POP3) * Automatic verification of
certificates' validity and
certifications' reputation SSL
Certificate Scanner
Recommendations: SSL Certificate
Scanner is a convenient tool for users
who want to get a quick idea about
the SSL configuration on their
workstation. It's rather simple to use,
and its intuitive GUI allows anyone
to figure out the options in a matter
of seconds. The program is free to
use, and it runs without creating a
single file on the hard disk. All in all,
SSL Certificate Scanner is a tool you
can rely on to view and export SSL
certificates on your machine. SSL
Certificate Scanner is available for
download from PortableApps.com. I
am setting up a secure connection
with a new web host. The web host
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has an SSL certificate, but the
domain is www.accountant.com and
it's an A record for the same domain
name. I am running out of options
trying to get this to work. I have a
new IP address I can use, a new
Hostname, and new Dns entries. I am
still getting an error message. I have
tried it with a new email address (ex:
accountant@domain.com). If you
can help, I would appreciate it.
Thanks. Ant maravel Oct 10, 2011,
9:21 AM EDIT: This is what I got
from the DNS and I don't think it is
what is wrong... The Host(s) entered
are not valid. The Hostname you
have provided is invalid. Kindly
provide the IP address that you used
for the DNS set up. Please enter the
valid DNS hostname and IP address.
Also did you verify the SSL key via
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What's New in the?

SSL Certificate Scanner is a small
program that helps you to evaluate
SSL certificates remotely. Besides
scanning host names or IP addresses,
SSL Certificate Scanner can
determine the type of SSL certificate
in use and its expiration date. All
these data can be directly exported to
an ASCII or JSON file for future
reference. Ensure safety and
surveillance through multiple levels
of security protection with the Clear
v.3 license plate decoder, designed
for everyday situations. This latest
edition of our popular license plate
reader, now offers a much improved
set of features and comes in two
distinct variants: • The clear screen
version with a black border designed
to hide license plate numbers and
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pictures from potential intruders. •
The clear screen version with a white
border, allowing better readability.
You can also choose between a white
or black frame to keep the
background of your decoder
consistent, and set the window size to
1:1, 2:1 or 4:1 ratio, so that you can
always read whatever is on your plate
without having to zoom. Advanced
functions such as adjusting the angle
of the decoder, as well as its height
and width are also possible. The
decoder is made of a thin and light
plastic frame that is fully
customizable and can easily be
screwed to almost any surface. Why
change your license plate reader?
People have different reasons for
upgrading to Clear v.3, so take a look
at our list below and choose the one
that best suits your needs. There are
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two types of people in this world:
People who look at their phone while
driving and people who don't. The
former are also known as "addicts",
and the latter are simply people who
can't stand the traffic. The former
have no place in the world of cabs
and thus we hereby introduce the
Pling app, an app that provides you
with an alternative option to take a
cab or book a limo at any time of the
day or night and anywhere in the
world. Pling is the simplest cab
booking app that takes care of all the
booking details such as cab booking,
travel card, and toll charges while
you remain seated in your room. You
can also use the Pling app while
you're on a business trip or a
vacation to book a limo and get to
the airport or hotel in style. The
Pling app includes new features such
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as instant booking, toll charges and a
faster way to book your cab. The
user interface is very simple and
consists of three menus that allow
you to book your taxi, limo or light
vehicle. If you need to book a cab
for more than one trip, you'll be
delighted to know that the Pling app
lets you edit your previous booking
instantly. You can also find out the
best available deal or offers from the
Pling app. I'm guessing most of you
have already heard about Facebook.
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System Requirements:

Recommended: OS: Windows 7 or
Windows 8 (64-bit only) Processor:
Intel Core i5-3330 or AMD
equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000
(10 - 13Hz) or AMD equivalent
DirectX: Version 11 Network:
Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 50GB available space
Additional Notes: Windows Media
Player 11 (11.0.6112.2982) or higher
is required to play game. Your
Microsoft
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